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The phonon dispersion of a square-lattice antidot-patterned Ni80Fe20 film on a bottom-anti-reflective

coating (BARC)/Si substrate has been investigated by Brillouin spectroscopy and finite element

simulations. Band structures, measured along C-M and C-X, exhibit Bragg gap openings, surface

optical-like and acoustic-like waves, and an acoustically isolating feature arising from the soft

BARC layer. A qualitative explanation of the origin of the optical-like waves is presented, by

mapping their displacement fields onto reciprocal space. Interestingly, these waves can be frequency

shifted, almost independently of the acoustic-like mode frequencies, by varying one of the

dimensions of the patterned array on the Ni80Fe20 film. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868020]

Hypersonic phononic crystals are periodic arrays of alter-

nating nano-elements with different elastic properties and

mass densities. As these materials are able to manipulate and

control the propagation of phonons in them, they have prom-

ising applications such as acoustic microsensing and signal

processing.1–7 Nanostructured phononic crystals studied thus

far are either unsupported patterned slabs8,9 or patterned

layers on acoustically hard substrates.8,10–13 Studies14–16 have

shown that the dispersion of phonons in patterned layers on a

hard substrate is more strongly dependent on the elastic prop-

erties of the substrate rather than on those of the patterned

layer in the low frequency range. It would be interesting to

investigate how the phonon dispersion would be modified by

the introduction of a soft intervening layer between the pat-

terned film and the hard substrate.

We experimentally and theoretically investigated the

phonon dispersion in a structure comprising a two-

dimensional (2D) Ni80Fe20 (Permalloy, abbreviated to Py)

film, patterned with a square-lattice array of antidots, on a

bottom-anti-reflective coating (BARC)/Si substrate. The

measured dispersion structures, in the C-X and C-M direc-

tions, contain rich features such as surface optical-like waves

(SOLWs), surface acoustic-like waves (SALWs), and gap

openings at the Brillouin zone (BZ) boundaries. Nearly, dis-

persionless branches were also observed in the high wavevec-

tor range. The phonon band structure displays an acoustically

isolating feature arising from the presence of the intervening

acoustically soft BARC layer, which diminishes the influence

of the bottom hard Si substrate. Such an acoustically isolating

feature would facilitate the integration of the phononic film

on a hard substrate with different elastic properties, while

preserving the film’s phonon dispersion features, in surface

acoustic wave (SAW) devices.

Here, we present a qualitative explanation of the origin

of SOLWs, which is consistent with their observed spectral

polarizations, by mapping their mode displacement fields

onto reciprocal space. Previously only the classification of

the observed modes into SALWs or SOLWs was done, and

this was based on the observation of their calculated mode

profiles.10 Additionally, the frequencies of the SOLWs were

found to shift almost independently of those of the SALWs,

by varying one of the dimensions of the patterned array on

the Py film.

The sample studied is a 48 nm-thick patterned Py film

patterned with a 2D square lattice of antidots, which was fab-

ricated on a BARC-coated Si(001) substrate using deep

ultraviolet (DUV) lithography at 248 nm exposure wave-

length, deposition, and lift-off processes.17,18 The 55-nm-

thick BARC (acrylic polymer) film was first coated on the

Si(001) substrate. Then a square lattice array of 210 nm-

diameter dots of lattice constant a¼ 450 nm was defined on

a DUV resist. This was followed by the electron beam depo-

sition and lift-off of a 48 nm-thick Py film. The BARC layer

underneath the Py film was retained to acoustically isolate

the Py film from the Si substrate. A scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM) image of the resulting structure is shown in

Fig. 1(a).

Brillouin light scattering (BLS) measurements were per-

formed in the 180�-backscattering geometry using 514.5 nm

laser radiation, with the phonon wavevector q along the C-M

or C-X directions. The p-p and p-s polarization scattered

light was analyzed with a (3þ 3)-pass tandem Fabry–P�erot

interferometer equipped with a silicon avalanche diode de-

tector. Typical Brillouin spectra along C-X (at the third BZ

boundary) and C-M (at the first BZ boundary) are displayed

in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. The measured spectra

were fitted with the Lorentzian function and the resulting

phonon mode frequencies were plotted against wavevector

to yield dispersion relations shown in Fig. 3.

Dispersion relations and mode displacement profiles

were simulated using the finite element method in COMSOL

Multiphysics,19 with Bloch-Floquet periodic boundary con-

ditions applied along the boundaries of the computational

unit cell. Figure 2(a) shows the unit cell comprising a 48 nm-a)Electronic mail: phykmh@nus.edu.sg.
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thick Py film, patterned with a square array of 210 nm-

diameter antidots of period a¼ 450 nm, an intervening

55 nm-thick BARC sub-layer atop a 2 lm-thick Si substrate,

with its bottom boundary fixed. Parameters used in the simu-

lations for Py,20 and BARC21 were Young’s moduli¼ 180,

and 6.26 GPa, Poisson ratios¼ 0.31, and 0.34, and mass

densities¼ 8600, and 1190 kg/m3, respectively. For Si, elas-

tic modulus values of C11¼ 166, C12¼ 64, and C44¼ 80 GPa

and density¼ 2331 kg/m3 were used.9

The calculated dispersion relations, in the reduced-zone

scheme, of surface phonons along the C-X-M-C directions,

illustrated in Fig. 2(b), comprise longitudinal-dominated

(u-dominated), shear-horizontal-dominated (v-dominated),

and shear-vertical-dominated (w-dominated) branches.

The Bloch-Floquet boundary condition, u ~r 0ð Þ ¼ u ~rð Þexp

i~k � ~r 0 �~rð Þ
� �

, where ~r 0 and ~r are the position vectors and ~k
is the phonon wavevector in the first BZ, restricts solutions to

the first BZ, thus precluding the direct calculation of the

extended-zone scheme. To “unfold” branches that are folded

along the BZ boundaries due to periodicity, a discrete Fourier

transform was performed to map the numerical-calculated

mode displacement field, from real onto reciprocal space.

Based on their coordinates in reciprocal space, modes were

“unfolded” into certain BZs and identified as either SOLWs or

SALWs (see discussion below).

The resulting extended-zone schemes of w-dominated

modes along C-X and C-M are presented in Fig. 3, which

shows that the calculations generally reproduced the measured

data, with most of the observed branches corresponding to the

“unfolded” simulated ones, i.e., to those in the extended zone

scheme. The zone-folded branches are denoted by red dots

lying between 3.0 and 3.4 GHz (Fig. 3(a)), and green dots

lying between 3.7 and 4.2 GHz (Fig. 3(c)) in the first BZ along

C-X; red dots lying between 3.5 and 4.8 GHz (Fig. 3(a)) in the

fourth BZ along C-X; green dots around 3.5 GHz (Fig. 3(c))

in the second and third BZ along C-X; red dots around

3.6 GHz (Fig. 3(b)) in the first BZ along C-M. The experimen-

tal C-X dispersion spectrum features a 0.4 GHz gap opening

(simulated value¼ 0.33 GHz) in p-p polarization at the third

BZ boundary (Fig. 3(a)) and a 0.4 GHz gap opening

(0.11 GHz) in p-s polarization at the third BZ boundary (Fig.

3(c)). The measured C-M dispersion spectrum features a

0.2 GHz gap opening (0.11 GHz) in p-p polarization at the

second BZ boundary (Fig. 3(b)) and a 0.6 GHz gap opening

(0.19 GHz) in p-s polarization at the first BZ boundary (Fig.

3(d)). These gap openings arise from the avoided crossings of

zone-folded modes.22

A comparison of simulated and measured dispersion

relations revealed that all the measured modes correspond to

the shear-vertical-dominated (w-dominated) branches, for

which the surface-ripple mechanism dominates over the

elasto-optic one in the BLS process.23–25 This is consistent

with the observation that bulk elasto-optic scattering from

the Py film (�83% filling factor) is not significant, as the cal-

culated skin depth of Py for 515 nm radiation, based on its

refractive index,26 is about 20 nm, which is shorter than the

FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of the antidot-

patterned Permalloy sample with lat-

tice constant a¼ 450 nm. (b) Brillouin

p-p and p-s polarization spectra for

wavevector q¼ 21 lm�1 (q¼ 3p=a, at

the third BZ boundary) along C-X. (c)

Brillouin p-p and p-s polarization spec-

tra for q¼ 7 lm�1 (q¼p=a) along

C-M.

FIG. 2. (a) The computational unit cell.

(b) Calculated band structure of surface

phonons on the phononic structure. The

longitudinal-dominated, shear-horizon-

tal-dominated, and shear-vertical-domi-

nated branches are shown as red, green,

and blue curves, respectively.
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Py film thickness. Indeed, theoretical studies found that the

surface-ripple mechanism is dominant for opaque materials

like Py.23–25

Under the surface-ripple mechanism of BLS, w-domi-

nated SALWs mainly contribute to p-p polarization, while

w-dominated SOLWs mainly to p-s polarization. As shown

in the insets of Fig. 3, the mode displacement profile of

SALWs is in-phase along the shear-horizontal direction (per-

pendicular to the propagation direction) and possesses spatial

reflection symmetry, with the mirror plane lying parallel to

the scattering plane (vertical plane containing the propaga-

tion direction). Consequently, the s-component of the scat-

tered electrical field vanishes,23–25 and thus SALWs are

absent in p-s polarization. In contrast, as the out-phase dis-

placement profile of SOLW does not possess reflection sym-

metry, s-polarized scattering is not precluded and hence,

SOLWs can appear in both p-p and p-s polarization spectra.

It is noteworthy that SOLWs are observable in p-p polariza-

tion. They include the zone-folded branch, labeled a in Fig.

3(c), corresponding to the portion of the branch, labeled b in

Fig. 3(a), in the third BZ around 3.6 GHz, along C-X. Also,

in our pervious study of a 2D chessboard-patterned bicompo-

nent crystal,10 SOLWs were observed in both p-p and p-s
polarizations, as out-of-phase shear horizontal vibrations

which are perpendicular to the wave propagation direction.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), nearly dispersionless branches

were observed in the high-wavevector range, namely, in the

third and fourth BZs. This is attributed to the acoustic isola-

tion of the Py film by the soft BARC layer from the hard Si

substrate. This assertion is supported by simulations of a

similar antidot-patterned sample without the BARC layer.

For such a sample, the simulations show that the phonon

branches are more dispersive and sensitive to the elastic

properties of the substrate.

A qualitative explanation is now presented to elucidate

the physical origin of SOLWs in a Py film patterned with a

2D periodic square lattice array of antidots. For the square

array with lattice spacing a, the eigenfrequency of a mode of

a given wavevector kx along the C-X direction was calcu-

lated by applying the Bloch-Floquet theorem ~uðx; 0Þ
¼ ~uðxþ a; 0Þexpð�ikxaÞ: Any mode whose wavevector
~k
0 ¼ ðk0 x; k

0
yÞ satisfies ðk0 x; k

0
yÞ ¼ kx; 0ð Þ þ ~G (where

~G ¼ 6m2p=a; 6n2p=að Þ½ � is a reciprocal lattice vector and,

m and n are integers), is also a Bloch-Floquet mode, and thus

an eigensolution with the same wavevector kx.

n ¼ 0 corresponds to the ðk0 x; 0Þ mode, for which the

displacement profile is in-phase along the shear-horizontal

direction (y direction). Such a mode is what we referred to a

surface acoustic-like wave in our earlier study.10 As shown in

Fig. 4(a), n 6¼ 0 corresponds to a doubly degenerate mode

(two intensity peaks at ðk0 x; k
0
yÞ and ðk0 x; �k

0
yÞ in reciprocal

space). We illustrate the situation using a simple plane wave

model. Consider two plane waves expðiðk0 xxþ n2p
a y� xtÞÞ

and expðiðk0 xx� n2p
a y� xtÞÞ with respective wavevectors

k
0
x; k

0
y

� �
and k

0
x; �k

0
y

� �
: Their superposition mode is

thus 2exp iðk0 xx� xtÞ
� �

cosðn2p
a yÞ, where the factor

exp iðk0 xx� xtÞ
� �

indicates that the mode propagates

along the C-X direction with the same frequency x as the

SALWs of wavevector k
0
x; 6k

0
y

� �
, i.e., xSOLWðk

0
x; 0Þ

¼ xSALWðk
0
x; 6 n2p=aÞ: The factor cosðn2p

a yÞ modulates the

displacement field in the y direction, giving it an out-of-phase

character, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Hence, the superposition

mode is labeled as SOLW. By applying a discrete Fourier

transform to the numerical-calculated displacement fields,

modes satisfying the boundary condition ~uðx; 0Þ
¼ ~uðxþ a; 0Þexpð�ikxaÞ in real space will be mapped onto

reciprocal space, where their corresponding intensity peaks

appear with coordinates ðk0 x; k
0
yÞ ¼ ðkx þ m2p=a; n2p=aÞ.

FIG. 3. Experimental and calculated phononic dispersion relations across

various Brillouin zones. Measured p-p and p-s polarization data are denoted

by respective red and green dots, whose sizes represent measurement errors,

while calculated w-dominated SALWs and SOLWs by respective solid and

dashed lines. Measured Bragg gaps are indicated by pink bands. Insets:

Mode displacement profiles shown with their shear-vertical displacement

amplitudes color coded, with the white arrows indicating mode propagation

directions.

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic diagram of a SOLW propagating along C-X in recip-

rocal space. The red arrows represent two modes propagating along

k0x; 6n2p=að Þ, while the blue one their superposition mode (a SOLW) prop-

agating along the C-X direction. (b) Top-view of simulated w-displacement

profiles, whose amplitudes are color-coded according to the scale bar of

Fig. 3, based on simulations and the simple plane wave model. Profiles in

the middle panel represent the superposition mode of those in the top and

bottom panels. White arrows indicate mode propagation directions.
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Based on their coordinates in reciprocal space, modes are

“unfolded” into their respective BZs according to their m val-

ues and are identified as either SOLWs or SALWs, depending

on whether n 6¼ 0 or n ¼ 0, respectively.

The above explanation shows that the SOLW frequencies

depend on the lattice constant in the y direction. It would be of

interest to see how the dispersions of the two types of waves

are modified when the patterned square array, of lattice con-

stant a, is replaced with a rectangular one of lattice constants a
and b. To this end, finite element simulations of the disper-

sions of w-dominated modes were performed for rectangular-

lattice arrays with a fixed at 450 nm, and b¼ 300, 350, 450,

600, and 900 nm. The results are presented in Fig. 5 which

reveals that as b (lattice constant in the y direction) increases,

the SOLW frequencies are red shifted, which is consistent

with the relation xSOLWðk
0
x; 0Þ ¼ xSALWðk

0
x; 6n2p=bÞ. It is

noteworthy that, in contrast, Fig. 5 also shows that the SALW

frequencies are relatively independent of b. This feature would

be of use in the design of SAW devices based on such pho-

nonic crystals, as their desired band structure can be specifi-

cally tailored by adjusting b.

In summary, the feature-rich phonon band structures of

a 2D antidot-patterned Py film on a BARC/Si substrate have

been studied by Brillouin spectroscopy and finite element

analysis. Besides gap openings at the Brillouin zone bounda-

ries, the band structure displays, in the large wavevector

range, nearly dispersionless branches due to the presence of

the intervening acoustically soft BARC layer. Such an acous-

tically isolating feature could facilitate the integration of the

phononic film on a hard substrate, while preserving the film’s

phonon dispersion features in SAW devices. Finite element

simulations carried out generally reproduced the experimen-

tal dispersion relations. We have provided a qualitative ex-

planation of the origin of the SOLWs and their observed

polarizations, by mapping their calculated mode displace-

ment fields onto reciprocal space. Additionally, our explana-

tion reveals that the SOLWs can be frequency shifted,

almost independently of the SALW frequencies, by varying

the lattice constants of the patterned antidot array. This tuna-

bility feature could have potential applications in the custom-

izing of the band structures of such phononic crystals used in

SAW devices.
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